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Frederick LaMotte Santee

A Note On Latin Poetry
The poetry of the ancient Romans is in one
sense at the middle of the European poetic tradi
tion; in another sense it is isolated. It drew much
from Greek literature and transmitted much to the
modern literatures. Yet it has qualities which it
did not draw and qualities which it could not
transmit. The qualities which divide it from mod
ern literature are among those which it drew from
the Greeks; and the qualities which it did not
draw from the Greeks are among those which it
shares with modern literature.
Everyone agrees that the Roman poets wrote
with their Greek models, if not open on the table
before them, at least constantly present in their
minds. They drew historical, biographical, and
mythological material, literary commonplaces,
similes, even plots for their plays from the Greeks.
The literary forms employed by the Romans, such
as the epic, lyric, didactic, drama and pastoral,
were Greek. In each field the Greek masters were
carefully imitated. Because Greek epic poets had
invoked the Muse, no Roman would omit to do
so. The whole mass of Greek tradition and con
vention, formal and material, was passed on by
the Romans to the modern literatures.
The most important thing which Roman
poetry drew from Greek and did not transmit
even to the most classically minded generations of
modern times is its metrical forms. Greek poetry
was always quantitative; modern poetry is accent
ual. An English poem derives its
metrical pattern from a succession
of accented and unaccented sylla
bles. Greek meter neglects the
prose accent of words and depends &
on a succession of long and short
syllables. A long syllable is simply
one that takes longer to say than a
short syllable. The word accent in
Greek makes no difference to the
verse pattern.

Latin poetry was at first accentual, as is Eng
lish poetry. The earliest epics and inscriptions
were composed in a rhythm which suggests Sing a
Song of Sixpence. But when the Romans became
acquainted with the vast and splendid literature
of Greece, they were altogether unable to think
of poetry as properly existing apart from the
Greek forms. In a single generation the Greek
quantitative scheme was imposed on Latin poetry.
It is even more remarkable that this transplanta
tion was successful and that it was largely the
work of a single man, the poet Q. Ennius, who
was afterwards called the "father of Latin poet
ry." He refers to his achievement as "scaling the
crags of the Muses." No Roman poet after him
wrote anything but quantitative verse.
There are a few signs that the imposition of
the Greek rules on Latin verse led to a compro
mise rather than an outright surrender. Perhaps
the clearest of them is the tendency of the verse
pattern to correspond with the prose accents.
Such correspondence is, for instance, regular in
the last half of the dactylic hexameter. There is
no such correspondence in Greek poetry.
Another quality imposed by the Greeks on
Latin poetry with only partial success was objec
tivity. I do not mean that the Greeks were not
personal and psychological. The poetry of the
Greek decadence, which the Romans preferred to
imitate, was especially so. But the Greeks were in
terested more in art for art's sake; while the Ro
mans kept more steadily before them the real sit
uation which inspired the poem, and which might
be altered by the poet's eloquence. The Greek is
so busy forging his poem that he neglects to in
terpret the world as he finds it. His approach is
more intellectual, detached, speculative, and con
ventional. He is thinking of his work. The Ro
man is thinking, as he writes, of himself, his
friends, his love, or his country. His personal ex
periences and social milieu seem to be guiding his
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hand directly. This immediacy in Latin poetry has
parallels also in prose and in the other arts.
Greek art is more stylized and remote, as is orien
tal art. There are germs of romanticism in Roman
art.
This comprescence between the work of art
and the concrete situation appears to be an essen
tially Roman departure from Greek ways of writ
ing. It was transmitted to the modern literatures
and vastly magnified by them. We shall see later
that the classical forms are compatible with ro
manticism. But we shall not find much of it in
Roman poetry. The Romans, when they were
careful, imitated the Greeks. And they were
usually very careful.
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Some authorities have audaciously maintained
that Greek influence on Latin literature was a mis
fortune. I should be loath to regret Greek influ
ence on anything, although the slavish imitation
of the Romans often irks me. If they had not
met the Greeks I doubt that they would have
amounted to much. But with a little more orig
inality, they might have appeared to us more
modern. When the Greeks dealt with emotional
states, they tended to describe them objectively, al
most pathologically, and the overwrought heroes
of Greek tragedy appear ridiculous to us because
we are in the habit of repressing and sublimating
our feelings. These habits of ours were Roman
virtues too. And yet after Catullus, Vergil, Propertius and Ovid, Seneca could be as disgusting
as Euripides. It is too bad that the Spartans left
us no poetry to compare with that of the Romans.
We have seen that the Greek influence drew
Latin poetry away from its natural kinship with
modern poetry in these two ways:
1. By imposing on it a certain objectivity,
or gap between the work of art and the
experience of the artist.
2. By imposing quantitative patterns on
the native accentual verse.
After the fall of the Roman Empire, Latin poetry
proceded to emancipate itself from both of these
imprints of Hellenism. Accentual verse reas
serted itself with rhyme added. And the emo-

tional subjectivity of some of the early hymns of
the church and of the songs of the Goliards is
more modern than Roman.
Whenever the term, Latin poetry is used in a
treatment as general as this one is, care must be
taken to show clearly its field of reference. On the
one hand, it might be taken to apply only to the
poetry of the ancient Romans. Again, it might
include the rhymed accentual verse of the middle
ages. The early Provencal and Italian poets called
their languages Latin. Then there is the Renais
sance with its vast output of poetry in quantitative
classical meters. And, as this number of HIKA
shows, although Latin poetry is moribund, it is
not yet dead.
The Renaissance has some important resemb
lances to Rome at about 250 B.C. At that time
the Romans met the literature and art of Greece
full in the face. They saw and were conquered.
Afterwards, we can hardly speak of Roman art or
Roman literature except as a transplantation. The
Renaissance is the meeting of the early moderns
with the full glory of classical antiquity. They
saw, but were not completely conquered. Had
the submission of the early moderns been more
complete, Latin might have become and remained
a universal language in most of Europe. As it
was, there was prolific production of quantitative
Latin poetry. But among all the Latin poets who
appeared, not one possessed the genius of Q. Ennius who had largely single-handed imposed
Greek fashions on the poetry of his countrymen.
Sannazaro and the rest were simply unable to
write Latin poetry that would do anything but
scan. Dante, who succeeded well enough in Ital
ian, would have failed utterly in Latin, if we may
judge by the lines that remain of his original draft
of the Comedy in Latin. The scholars of the
Renaissance were not having technical difficulties
with Latin meters, nor did they lack familiarity
with Latin poetry. They simply could not recon
cile the objective tone of classical Latin with their
own subjective approach to poetic themes. The
trouble was that the rhymed and accentual Latin
poetry of the Middle Ages, the poetry of Provence
and the cycle of King Arthur had come between.
Before the moderns could write Latin poetry with

much success, they had to learn to put something
into it that the Romans had not put there.

romanticism with the clear cut logical syntax re
quired by the Latin language.

After the Renaissance came a century or so of
classically minded writers, who paid their respects
to the ancients less by writing Latin verse than by
writing epics, dramas, and satire in the modern
languages as nearly as possible as the Romans
would have written them. They succeeded in being so objective that they stand outside the
sequence of Roman—Romance—Romantic. It
was at this time that the superiority of Greek
literature over Latin became recognized. When
they did write Latin verse, their ingenuity was
often greater than that of their predecessors. But
even Milton's juvenile efforts appear rigid and
lifeless beside the newer Latin poetry.

Such a combination of contradictory qualities
came about, I think, in some such way as this. The
modern literatures had already thrown off their
classical objectivity and become romantic. This is
the direction I believe the Romans themselves
would have taken, except for the overpowering
influence of Greece. The new Latin poets had
been trained in school to translate modern poetry
into Latin. The fundamental maxim of all translation into a language thoroughly different from
the original is "translate ideas rather than words."
The English did this very well. They learned to
do even more, to translate not only ideas but also
the tone or feeling of the original. In doing so
they uncovered possibilities in the Latin language
that the Romans themselves had scarcely been
aware of, a romantic tenderness and wistfulness
and an intense subjectivity required for adequate
rendering of the modern originals.

It was in England in the nineteenth century
that Latin verse was at last written which is com
parable in excellence with that of the great Roman
poets themselves. Its writers were men who spent
their lives reading the classics at leisure and for
pleasure. They held comfortable posts in univer
sities and enjoyed respect and security. They
were not feverishly doing research and opening
their Latin poets only to find something to sup
port their theories or to upset the theories of
others. They were fortunate enough academically
to be permitted to seem to know less than they
knew. There were enough of them scattered over
the British Isles to form a community of interest.
They saw one another frequently and exchanged
their Latin verses by mail. Most of them were
teaching Latin verse composition, which still holds
a place in the Honor Schools of English univer
sities. They had enough students to afford real
competition and, along with their colleagues and
the classically trained leaders of church and state,
to provide a reading public for such material.
Consequently numerous private collections and
anthologies of their Latin poems were published,
without financial loss to author or to publisher.
As one might expect, there is little individ
uality among the authors of the new Latin poetry.
But, taken as a whole, their work has a flavor not
found in Latin before. I have often wondered just
what a Roman would have thought of it. It com
bines the vague, dreamy qualities of full-blown

I am not sure that I am using romanticism in
its accepted sense. A few examples may show bet
ter what I mean. The following stanza from Rim
baud's Bateau Ivre would offer a mighty chal
lenge to the best translators into Latin.
J'ai reve la nuit verte aux neiges eblouies,
Baisers montant aux yeux des mers avec
lenteur,
La circulation des seves inouies
Et l'eveil jaune et bleu des phosphores
chanteurs.
Nothing could be farther from the classical habits
of expression. Before it could be translated into
Latin we should have to state its meaning in
simple prose. When the logical thread of dis
course reaches a certain degree of vagueness,
translation into Latin becomes impossible. The
minimum requirements for determinate meaning
in Latin verse are much higher than in English.
My second illustration is also unclassical.
Whether it is only a lesser degree of the same
kind of thing as Rimbaud was doing, or whether
it is something different in kind, I do not know.
The following poem of Thomas Moore shows it.
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How dear to me the hour when daylight dies
And sunbeams melt across the silent sea,
For then sweet dreams of other days arise,
And Memory breathes her vesper sigh to
thee.
And as I watch the line of light that plays
Along the smooth wave to the burning
West,
I long to tread that golden path of rays
And think 'twould lead to some bright
isle of rest.
Although such ideas as these were not expressed
by the ancients, their meaning is clear. The
English in the last century learned how to trans
late them without loss of the original romantic
flavor. Here is a version by Benjamin Kennedy
of St. John's College, Cambridge.
Tempora quam redeunt moriturae grata diei,
cum iubar in tacito liquitur omne salo:
somnia turn revocant exactos dulcia soles,
suspiroque memor vespere, cara, tui.
Dumque mihi tremula freta levia luce recedunt
usque sub Hesperia qua rubet unda face,
mens avet aurato vestigia ponere tractu,
inque locos laetos rapta quiete frui.
I attempt, not a literal translation, which I
trust Mr. Miller has shown to be a contradiction
in terms, but an interpretation to show the logical
thread of the Latin discourse and to aid those
readers who know enough Latin to make anything
out of it.
How pleasant return the times of day about
to die when every sunbeam is melted in silent
brine. Then sweet dreams recall suns that
are spent, and I sigh in the evening mindful
of you, my dear. And while before me the
smooth waters recede in tremulous light away
to where the wave is red under the western
torch, my mind is eager to place my steps in
the golden track and, rapt away to delight
ful places, to enjoy rest.

The Romans would, I believe have understood this
poetry, would have felt its strangeness, and, with
the exception of the line next to the last, would
have liked it.
Perhaps a very brief example will illustrate
more clearly the change introduced into Latin
poetry by the English. In 1925 the poem set for
translation into Latin elegiacs on an Oxford ex
amination contained these two lines:
Perhaps here too Love's alchemy
May fashion some diviner thing.
They were rendered by one candidate thus:
Est ut in hac quoque re divina praeditus arte
dis aliquid propius fingere possit amor.

i

It is possible that in this thing also, endowed
with divine art, love may build something
nearer to the gods.

)

I hope that I have been able to convey to the
reader some notion of a certain flavor which is
characteristic of much of modern poetry but is
seldom found in ancient times. I have suggested
that the ancient Romans showed occasional tend
encies toward it, which were largely smothered by
the influence of the Greeks in the direction of
objectivity. Two lines from the Lydia, a poem at
tributed to the youthful Vergil will serve as an
example:
Luna, tuus tecumst: cur non est et mea mecum?
Luna, dolor nosti quid sit: miserere dolentis.
Moon, your (boy) is with you; why is not my
(girl) with me?
Moon, you know what sorrow is; pity a sor
rowing one.
Such sentiments as these are always surprising
in ancient Latin, but common in the Latin poetry
of the nineteenth century. When romanticism ap
pears in Latin, it must appear without the sacri
fice of logical clarity which is often associated

.

with it in the modern literatures. It often hap
pens that a third rate extravaganza in English be
comes a decent poem in Latin. It is an a priori
necessity that any modern poem which suffers
from lack of determinate meaning will be im
proved by tranlation into Latin.
Latin poetry has not only more determinate
meaning than English poetry has, but also more
determinate sound. It may be that the greater ob
jectivity of classical poetry is due to the capacity
of the ancient languages to carry a high degree of
determinate sound without sacrifice of determinate
meaning. Their flexible word order is a great
advantage. In English dangers great is an awk
ward inversion. In Latin it is as natural as great
dangers. The words, pleasing gifts to great Diana
may stand in only one order in English. In Latin
the four words may stand in any one of the 24
possible orders. Some of them would be unnat
ural in prose, but none would be unnatural in
poetry. If English had a word order as variable
as Latin, or if Latin had a metrical structure as un
fettered as English, versification in either lan
guage would be scarcely more difficult than prose
writing.
The chief technical difficulties in writing a
Latin poem are:
1. The fixity of the quantities of syllables
within a word. Thus nuntiant is always
long-short-long (
), regardless of its
place in the line or the convenience of the
poet. It could not be used at all in dac
tylic meter, the feet of which are either
or
.
2. The fixity of the metrical pattern itself.
For instance the Sapphic stanza is
(3 times)
No deviations from this pattern are per
mitted.
There are other difficulties, too. There are certain
places where words may end and other places
where they may not. We have also to reckon with
elisions, which occur automatically between words

ending with a vowel or m and words beginning
with a vowel or h. Some of them are awkward
and have to be avoided. Too many of them are
always awkward.
In English poetry the metrical technique is so
easy that it is possible to speak blank verse with
little hesitation. As long as the proper number of
accentual beats to a line can be obtained, it makes
little difference where they are placed. And words
of one syllable may be accented or not, almost ac
cording to the poet's convenience. The following
stanza from Masefield would be accepted as met
rically conventional.
I have seen dawn and sunset on moors and
windy hills
Coming in solemn beauty like slow old tunes
of Spain;
I have seen the lady April bringng the daf
fodils,
Bringing the springing grass and the soft,
warm April rain.
There is little regularity except for the recurrence
of six beats to a line. The first foot is now
,
now —, now
. And it is possible that the
poet himself or a better critic than I am would
have marked it differently.
In Latin there is no room for difference of
opinion. Every syllable is what it is and never
anything else. The quantities of the syllables of
a word are as constant as the letters that spell the
word. And when Latin words are put together so
as to fit a recognized metrical pattern and to have
a definite syntactical structure, the result is poetry.
No Roman would have doubted it, and no modern
scholar would define Latin poetry as anything
more than this. Of course a poem that satisfies
only these technical requirements may still be bad.
But it is always a poem. Whether it is good or
bad depends on both structure and texture, on
what is said, on how it is said, and on a complex
interplay of alliteration, assonance and cadences
within the lines. No absolute rules in this field
have been laid down. Every poet works out the
problem in his own way. And when he is through,
the critics disagree.
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In English, where the technical difficulties to
be overcome are much simpler, where there is less
determinate sound, it is natural that critics should
refuse to define poetry in terms of a metrical pat
tern and should look elsewhere for its essence and
blame the new semantics for failing to discover
a type of meaning that is purely poetic. Although
there has been some advance in the recognition of
differences between scientific and unscientific
language, I am not convinced that semantical dis
tinctions between poetry and prose can be set up
on the basis of the logical syntax, or that we can
ever say of a given icon that its use makes poetry
rather than prose. Mr. Ransom's studies of struc
ture and texture have pointed the way for a harder
and more objective criticism, which now only
waits to be applied to one writer after another.
But I do not think that Mr. Ransom is on the
straight road to a difinition of poetry. He set
out to find the essence of poetry so that he could
have a perfect touchstone for criticism. In his
quest he came upon something else, a new dis
tinction between scientific and unscientific lan
guage. But he could not dissociate what he found
from what he was after, and in identifying them
decided that poetry and science are not only at
opposite poles but also mutually exclusive. In
this way he was able to apply to poetry what he
had discovered about unscientific discourse in gen
eral. But are not Hesiod's advice to the farmer
about plowing, and Lucretius' account of the
vacuum formed when two flat bodies separate,
both science and poetry ? Can we rule Thirty Days
Hath September out of the field of poetry be
cause it is practical, while we include Solomon
Grundy and How Many Miles to Babylon, which
are equally specific, but impractical, and, as far as
their logical syntax goes, untrue? Moreover we
find scientists using in their discourse from time
to time icons with a poetic flavor. I once heard
a professor of pathology begin a lecture like this:
"We are now in a land of giants, dwarfs, ogres,
and fairies. Gentlemen, we are about to under
take the study of the endocrine disorders." And
when our physicists try to present their notions of
the universe to the public, they commonly resort
to language resembling that of the Platonic myths.
If all this is texture, then some texture at least

would appear to convey a more determinate mean
ing than Mr. Ransom would allow.
In the last chapter of his recent book, The
New Criticism, Mr. Ransom makes a keen obser
vation which I believe will be more helpful in
arriving at the essence of poetry. The meter, he
says, constituted such an impediment to the poet
in expressing his idea that he had to compress it
here, enlarge it there, and, in general, to reshape
it. In clever hands the result was often a delight
ful surprise. In this way the language of poetry
arose. Mr. Ransom feels far more than I do that
there is an entity, poetical language, and that
here somewhere the nature of poetry is hidden.
But in holding that whatever else there is in poet
ry came into it by accident, he does admit the
primacy of metrical form.
If it is true that poetical language has come
about as a result of the formal restrictions im
posed on themselves by poets of former days, then
the poets of our day who have thrown off these
restrictions are like a woman who has worn hobble
skirts since childhood, discarded them at maturity,
and persisted in the same gait she was forced by
the hobble skirt to use. Now there is no dispar
agement on either side of this comparison. If it is
true that a woman's gait is more beautiful when
she takes short, quick steps, it may be still more
beautiful if she takes short, quick steps when she
is not constrained to do so. So if the distortions
of language imposed on poetry by metrical form
have turned out to be beautiful, they may be still
more beautiful when they are practiced without
constraint. The tempting assumption that the
beauty of poetry must depend on meter now be
cause it was created by meter is an instance of the
genetic fallacy.
Nevertheless Mr. Ransom's suggestion affords
a hint that meter is very close to the essence of
poetry. And it was no doubt his acceptance of
meter as part of poetic texture that helped him to
the conclusion that texture itself makes poetry.
For my own purpose, in English as in Latin, what
makes poetry is not indeterminate meaning or
texture but determinate sound or meter. This defi
nition excludes much of what is now being writ
ten under the name of poetry. The only other
criterion that I can set up is the author's intent as
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expressed by him or indicated by the way he has
his composition printed on the page.
When a poem is freed from its meter, the
result is like a chicken which has been plucked.
No matter how carefully the logical syntax is pre
served, something very important is lost. Not
only beauty is gone, but also meaning. There may
be beauty and meaning left, but it is not the same
as before. At all events there has been a change."
The change is rarely for the better, usually for the
worse. It is more likely to be for the worse in
poems in which determinate sound contributes a
proportionally greater share of the meaning.
There are critics who focus their attention exces
sively on the logical syntax of a poem. They have
a tendency to judge harshly Poe, Swinburne, and
the earlier works of Yeats. They can find little
sense in most popular songs. I do not see how
they can appreciate Lewis Carrol, Edward Lear,
and Laura Richards. They run counter to popular
taste, which expects of the poet a large measure
of determinate sound, and is willing to sacrifice
determinate meaning to get it. There is another
class of people who scoff at poetry and show a
sort of constitutional aversion to it. The reason is,
I think, that as they read it, they translate it auto
matically into prose, so that what they see in
most of it is something nobody could like. It is
exactly this change of meaning that occurs when
poetry is translated into prose that requires fur
ther study if we are to arrive at a fair idea of
what poetry is. Sometimes it is so great a change
that a proposition which appears true in verse ap
pears false in prose.
When an English poem is translated into
Latin, it must first be stripped, then decked out all

over again. It is far more difficult to translate
into Latin that to write original Latin verse. In
the stage of translation nothing is left but the
logical syntax, because English and Latin idiom
are so different that there can be no replacement
of words by equivalent words. The English line:
"I am she who comes back and comes back
with the sound of the rain"
becomes ridiculous if it is translated:
Sum ilia quae redit reditque cum sonitu imbris.
It is ridiculous because Latin has a way of mean
ing exactly what it says. A reasonable poetic trans
lation into Latin might be:
Cum crepitus iterat guttis plangentibus imber, audior.
When the rain keeps up its noise with splash
ing drops, I am heard.
The effect is obtained by realistic description
with appropriate sound effects, which now consti
tutes a new poetic texture clothing the simple
statement, and replaces the distortion of the struc
ture by extreme metaphor, which appears to con
stitute the texture in English. Getting at the struc
ture of the idea itself so that it can be rested di
rectly often requires much seeking and untwisting,
especially with the poetry of our day, some of
which cannot be turned into Latin at all without
an advance in the art of writing Latin far greater
than the English scholars of the last century made
when they learend how to render the tone of ro
manticism.

AMICAM FUGACEM DIE NATALI
ADLOQUITUR VATES
Hoc erat in votis, natalem carmine nostro
et precibus nostris laetius ire tibi;
exercere tamen noctes, crudelis, amaras,
infaustosque omnes cogis habere dies.
Improba, quid speras de me? Superosne fatigem
ut natalis eat candidiore nota?
Nonne fuit melius pulchrum caput omine diro
et vincire mali carminis obsequio?
Non faciam, tibi nec contingent prava merenti,
improba, sed quamvis improba, cara tamen.
Et valeas et forma potentior usque per annos
crescat et haec quam nunc gratia mentis habes;
me melior veniat qui te dilectus amore
non maiore colat, prosperiore tamen.
Plura velim, sed me prohibet dolor ista loquentem,
scribentisque manus verbaque deficiunt.

SALUTATIO
Dulcibus donis iterum petisti,
o puellarum decus, et latentem
balneis lassum vario beasti
flore magistrum.
Si tamen vere mihi liberalis
esse, si nostris meruisse laudem
versibus velles, properante gressu
non abiisses.
Munus a! tuum video rosarum
lilliis mixtum sine te nitorem;
ipsius sed Dorotheae negasti
ora videre.

NOVEMBER
Caelum densa tegunt nubila et imbribus
manans perpetuis maestior it dies,
et circum gelidis flamina sibilis
indefessa fremunt domum.
Murum vitis adhuc exsuperat putrem,
ser flatus quotiens fortior incidit,
tristes exuviae defluitant humi
raucis ludibrium flabris.
Languet maesta dies; non ego laetior
invisos comites temporis asperi
vitae condoleo sollicitudines,
dum mens altius evocat
conceptas animis spes puerilibus
visas tarn faciles vere novo sequi,
quas autumnus amat fundere, votaque
imperfecta cadunt mihi.
Imperfecta cadunt. Cur tamen irritas
a demens itero nunc querimonias?
Divisos spatio non revocabili
nulli quaerere fas dies.
Rident intera collibus Italis
soles purpureo lumine; sed pati
quicquid tristitiae Iuppiter adnuit
mente composita decet.
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Fear no more the heat o' the sun,
Nor the furious winter's rages;
Thou thy worldly task hast done,
Home art gone and ta'en thy wages:
Golden lads and girls all must
As chimney-sweepers, come to dust.
Fear no more the frown o' the great;
Thou art past the tyrant's stroke;
Care no more to clothe and eat;
To thee the reed is as the oak.
The sceptre, learning, physic must
All follow thee and come to dust.
I:

Fear no more the lightning flash,
Nor the all-dreaded thunder-stone;
Fear not slander, censure rash;
Thou hast finished joy and moan.
All lovers young, all lovers must
Consign to thee and come to dust.
—Shakespeare

Non solis radios, ne sit tibi saevior ignis,
nec gelidas brumas imbre furente time:
emeritus vitae metam metamque laborum
tangis, in aeternam suscipiende domum:
aureus hue iuvenis cogetur et aurea virgo,
nec locus immundos reicit ille fabros.
Non vultum tumidi contracta fronte tyranni,
praecipiti gladio ne feriare, time;
corporis ornatus, gravidas nunc despice mensas;
vilis enim calamus quercus et alta pares:
descendentque viam medicus, rex, doctor eandem,
quorum in disiecto pulvere pulvis eris.
Non procul horrendo vibrantia fulmina caelo,
nec tonitrum terris omina dira time.
Culpa quid est? falsae quae nunc mala crimina
linguae ?
finis adest luctus laetitiaeque tibi.
Scilicet hue cuncti pueri cunctaeque puellae
mandantur: nullum morte redemit amor.

DES MAEDCHENS KLAGE
Der Echwald brauset, die Wolken ziehn,
Das Maegdlein sitzet am Ufers Gruen;
Es bricht sich die Welle mit Macht, mit Macht,
Und sie Seufzt hinaus in die finstre Nacht,
Das Auge vom Weinen getruebet:
"Das Herz ist gestorben, die Welt ist leer,
Und weiter gibt sie dem Wunsche nichts mehr.
Du Heilige rufe dein Kind zurueck;
Ich habe genossen das irdische Glueck,
Ich habe gelebt und geliebet."
Es rinnet der Traenen vergeblicher Lauf,
Die Klage, sie wecket die Toten nicht auf;
Doch nenne, was troestet und heilet die Brust
Nach der suessen Liebe verschwundener Lust:
Ichs die Himmlische, will's nicht versagen.
Lass rinnen der Traenen vergeblichen Lauf!
Es wecke die Klage den Toten nicht auf;
Das suesseste Glueck fuer die trauernde Brust
Nach der suessen Liebe verschwundener Lust
Sind der Liebe Schmerzen und Klagen.
—Schiller

HERO DE MORTE LEANDRI ET
CASIBUS SUIS QUERITUR
Nubila praetereunt, quercus Aquilone laborant,
litore prospiciens sola puella sedet,
saxaque tunduntur longe resonantibus undis
vis ubi volventis vincitur Oceani;
ilia quidem adsiduis late loca fletibus urguet,
et gemitu crebro noctis opaca replet:
'Heu! heu! vita fuit: sublatis excidit alte
sensibus atque animi mens labefacta ruit.
Nil moror. Hanc animam cur tu, Proserpina,
cessas
solvere et a vivis dissociare viris?
Nonne fuit vixisse satis, talique in amore
tamque diu felix nonne fuisse satis?'
Nequiquam lacrimae suffundunt virginis ora,
non curat lacrimas portitor ille Charon.
Ecquaenam mollire valet medicina dolorem
cum iacet exsanguis tarn bene fidus amans ?
Siccine perpetuum gliscit sub pectore vulnus?
anne aliquae valeant pocula, diva, refer.
Nequiquam lacrimae suffundant virginis ora,
nil curet lacrimas portitor ille Charon,
sed sopor aetemus dilectos occupet artus,
et licet alta quies lumina cara premat;
est medicina tamen, sunt pocula vulnus amoris
quae sanare valent, si pia gutta cadit.
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Bobby Shaftoe's gone to sea,
Silver buckles on his knee;
He'll come back and marry me,
Pretty Bobby Shaftoe.
Bobby Shaftoe's fat and fair,
Combing down his yellow hair;
He's my love forevermore,
Pretty Bobby Shaftoe.

Caeruleum velis superat fulgentibus aequor
Marcus, et aurata navita veste nitet;
mox tamen Assyria ditatus merce redibit,
O mihi quam pulcher quamque fidelis amans!
Vin audire meus quali sit corpore? Pinguis
et nitidus, flavas pectit ut ille comas.
Mecum erit, et nostro numquam desistet amore,
O mihi quam pulcher quamque fidelis amans!

I walk as ere I walked forlorn
When all our path was fresh with dew,
And all the bugle breezes blew
Reveillee to the breaking morn.
But what is this? I turn about,
I see a trouble in thine eye;
It makes me sad, I know not why,
Nor can my dream resolve the doubt.
—Tennyson

Nunc spatior tacitus; tacitus spatiabar et olim,
cum pedibus nostris laeta virebat humus;
Aurorae sonitu cecinerunt flabra salutem,
mane velut castris consonuere tubae.
Intueor conversus. At en qui constitit ore
tarn subitus maeror? tarn nova cura tibi?
Et mihi laetitiam facies tua tristis ademit;
nescio cur; dubium somnia nulla docent.

SILVAE
Umbrosa de valle feruntur fluminis undae
intus et obscuris desilit amnis aquis,
forte quod insidians male piscibus incola dixit,
namque locus paucis cognitus ille latet.
Ante videnda patet saeclorum historia mira
naturaeque notis scripta tabella manu:
nam procul a caelo delapso in vertice montis
rivus turbato flumine rumpit iter,
lympha nescio quid resonante per aera dulce,
dum madidas frondes spuma iocosa petit.
Me simul ingressum poterat neque fallere primum
nec captum solvi silva venusta sinit:
captus eram certe mira dulcedine lucis
suavis in arborea fronde secantis iter,
solis ut obscuri terras cum vesper inumbrat
spargit et ambiguo lumine cuncta iubar,
densantur tenebrae, fessas ros irrigat herbas,
praegravat antiquus lumina fessa sopor.
Turn mihi non aliter silvarum sacra vetustas
et natura decens fudit amore pio:
cuncta probante movet nullo, nulloque vidente
ipsa manu facili conficit arte sua;
irrequieta polum longosque per aera cursus
atque maris coitus spuma regesta canit.
Fallor? an accensos serpit divina per artus
ignis et insinuans languida membra domat ?
Instar desilientis aquae mutamur in horas,
nullaque res mundi quae fuit ante manet;
labitur unda velut refluens hominum cito vita;
sic meditans stupeo; pectora silva tenet.

John Crowe Ransom

All Verse Is Not Poetry
Two Latinists, not three, are in this issue. (An
issue whose Latinity is evidence of a truly audac
ious Editorial Mind; or a complaisant Business
Manager with an earned surplus already in the
bank; or perhaps, for this possibility must be con
sidered, of the most elite public patronage ever
had by a literary journal anywhere.) I have no
classical references; I was exposed to a classical
education and in fact, as it turned out, over-ex
posed; after a little Latin teaching I switched sud
denly to English as a language in which I thought
I would be better whether for reading or for
writing, and soon my Latin and Greek washed out
—before they had done me permanent good, or
permanent harm. And now I have been shown
Dr. Santee's Latin poems, and his long paper on
Latin poetry, though not Mr. Miller's paper on
translation, and told to continue the discussion.
Dr. Santee makes it easier for me by theorizing
on Latin poetry in the light of its contrast with
English poetry, and challenging some heresies of
mine about English poetry. I will therefore simply
go along for a proper length of time picking at
his arguments, in the illusion that gradually I shall
be erasing his doctrine and building up in its
place the True Doctrine. But this paper is sec
ondary to his paper, and will not make sense ex
cept in connection with that; and necessarily it
will have little interest for Latinists, being a plain
English paper, and a good paper for this journal's
erudite clientele to skip. I begin with the Eng
lish version of poetry, where I have a slight pro
fessional advantage over Dr. Santee, and come
later to the Latin, where his advantage is over
whelming.
Dr. Santee is wrong in supposing I was look
ing for some magic "essence" which would define
poetic language, and stumbled by accident some
where on non-scientific language, and decided to

identify the two. As far back as I can remember
thinking I have thought that poetry was precise
ly this non-scientific language, and my difficulty
has been in trying to define what sort of language
this could be. The only definitions we have are
of scientific language; it is the only kind of lan
guage which in theory can exist. Any piece of dis
course, as grammarians and logicians regard it, is
scientific discourse. There is one kind of dis
course, it is said; though naturally there may be
degrees of more and less in the mastery of it, in
the perfection of the finished product. There is
one kind of knowledge, we are told. Yet poetry
exists, and sometimes it even flourishes and re
ceives honor. There never was another popular
and distinct order of existence so absolutely with
out benefit of theory; the only theory there is
proves that it does not exist. Poetry does not
satisfy the gram
marians, the logic
ians, the scientists,
though they may
be persons too
nice to point out
i t s deficiencies.
& The fact that they
do not tear into it invariably does not mean that
they could not if they would. They could easily
show how loose, ill-connected, repetitive, the
poetic discourse is by the scientific standard; they
could also take out great gobs or lumps of for
eign and indigestible materials which do not by
scientific principles belong there. Poetry is an ir
regular boot-legged kind of discourse; and like
other articles of illicit manufacture apt to be very
inferior to the legitimate article. I can easily im
agine a great educational effort along national
lines which would set about to kill the trade in
the adulterated and pirated article which is poetry.

It is high time therefore to analyze it, and see if
the popular demand for it does not mean that it
possesses ingredients and qualities not known in
the regular commercial product; to find a place
for poetic discourse as such; to make its produc
tion respectable and safe on the ground that we
must not go without it.
According to Dr. Santee, poetry is a determin
ate discourse—which means a logical, regular,
or scientific discourse—put into meters, and that
is all there is to it. I do not think this idea will
stand up. But only patient and intensive analysis
of poetic discourse will tell. That is a new pro
ject, not really undertaken in the past, and now
capable of a kind of study not possible before, be
cause we are just beginning to be equipped with
proper linguistic tools.
Dr. Santee asks, Why shouldn't we take the
"Thirty days" jingle as poetry though it has ob
vious scientific content and purpose? It has both
meaning and meter. It goes,
Thirty days hath September,
April, June, and November;
which is enough to quote here; the rest of it is
both less precise as statement and lamer as meter.
But the fact is that we don't call this poetry, we
call it verse. What is metered is always verse,
but it is not necessarily poetry. We have require
ments that verse must meet before we will call it
poetry. If Dr. Santee would use two categories
to take care of what is metered, verse as well as
poetry, I imagine we might not have much differ
ence of opinion as to which was which. Here the
scientific quality of the verse is poor. The poet
had to give the 30-day months in the wrong logic
al order to obtain his rhyme; very sloppy. The
rigorous scientific version would have been:
Thirty days hath April, June,
September, November . . .
but in the second line the meter perishes, not to
mention the rhyme. In my observation a rigor
ous scientific discouse never in the world falls into
a sustained meter; never in English at least,
though Dr. Santee intimates that it does in Latin.

I examined a hundred passages just now from
Bryce's American Commonwealth, a book of clean
business-like writing, and I did not once find two
blank verse lines together. I am forced to con
clude that it is not natural to put our thoughts in
blank verse, though Dr. Santee says it is easy.
Here we see what happens to a good prose
discourse when it is metered; or at least we see
what happens first to it, though I believe we
would never see from this instance what might
happen then to it. It has to put up with secondbest and inaccurate locutions; it loses caste rapidly
as a specimen of logic and science. And if that
is all that happens to it, we might well discuss
the question of whether the game is worth the
candle. It becomes indeed a sort of game; it
takes some verbal ingenuity, like crossword puz
zles; and sometimes there is a place for some wit.
But that is trifling; and the world of poetry does
not at this stage come into view.
But presently a second thing happens; it is
just barely possible that it could happen even here,
on the poetic occasion we are discussing. A poet,
not a mere versifier, is working on it. In his
hands a new, an utterly foreign and non-scientific
elements finds its way in, though theory is not
prepared to name it. Thus:
Thirty days hath April, June,
September, and the fog-drenched moon
Of spent November. . . .
I break off here in great confusion; this is getting
in very deep. What is working now, though
doubtless at some low-grade intensity, is what we
call loosely the poetic imagination: a great and
positive force.
I think the great poet would break off here
too. He would say that the systematic recital of
the periods of the month does not make a good
"subject" for a poem. Probably the intention of
the discourse in this instance is too practical, and
the poet retires from the field; or he consents to be
the versifier only, and puts up a mnemonic jingle
that will be good for little boys in grade schools;
he is not in competition with science. The dis-

course on which he really lets himself go is prob
ably not of great practical moment as science, and
the imprecision which is going to be visited upon
it will spoil no big science and hurt nobody's
feelings. Nobody has made verse of the Binomial
Theorem, I think, and the mathematicians would
rightly refuse to stand for it if it were tried. But
not yet, in the low state of our poetic theory, do
we have any achieved study even of the charac
teristic topics of discourse which poets have found
eligible for their treatment.
But I have introduced the poet now, above, in
a not too brilliant moment of his career which will
do for illustration. He has at least discovered a
fog in the sky, a moon, and a tired autumn land
scape, all under the heading of November. That
is more than a great many writers can do, habit
uated as they are to the logical or scientific order
of discourse only. The items have nothing in the
world to do with the original fact that the given
month has 30 rather than 31 or 28 days. They
refer to what is called the "total connotation" of
the object November. They are energetic natural
items rising up as if in protest against the scien
tific rigor which would suppress them in order to
hold November strictly to its business within the
discourse. And I believe that great poetic pas
sages occur or shape themselves just as this one
does, by getting momentarily clean out of the
bounds of the scientific discourse; granting that
this is only the humblest instance of the process.
I will generalize: The object of poetry is to
pierce through the surface of natural objects and
events to which any given scientific discourse must
limit its attention, and bring to observation the
depth or substantival quality of nature; the effect
is a very ambitious one, like adding another di
mension to discourse. Again: On the negative or
debit side of the ledger poetry can only impair the
logic of a discourse that might have been perfectly
or scientifically performed; but, on the positive
side, it enriches the discourse by its importations,
and immeasurably. And: The first moment of
poetic composition belongs to the versifier, who
accomplishes a meter at the expense of the logic;
but the second moment belongs to the poet, whose
imagination adds to the content.

Dr. Santee seems to have a more stubborn hold
on some of the essentials of poetic theory than
any writer I know; and of all men he has the
least wishy-washy mind. But I think he does not
appreciate fully the messiness that the poet puts
upon the discourse of science; one of the functions
of the meter is to be so emphatic and so right as
to conceal from us the thing it has done to the
meaning. But especially, and this is far more im
portant, I think he does not appreciate what is
contributed by the poet's imagination.
Now more briefly for the Latin poetry. He
remarks very precisely, and I am sure correctly,
that the minimun requirements for "determinate
meaning" in Latin verse are much higher than in
English. He means that the Romans would not
tolerate so much of that negative impairment of
logic to which the poets in our language have
conditioned us; and he shows that they did not
have to tinker so much with changing the Latin
words, they could manage by shifting the order of
the words around. I wish he would devote his
analytic powers to showing not only how far the
Latin poet could tinker with his primary logic, but
also how much bold foreign meaning he was al
lowed to import with his imagination. It is fun
damentally for his failure to give any idea of
the contribution of the imagination that I find
fault with Dr. Santee's aesthetic. The nearest he
comes to it is in noting some strangeness in certain
English poets, like Moore, which could with dif
ficulty be translated into Latin, but which the
Romans would have liked if they could have had
it; and Dr. Santee likes it. This strangeness is
what would be completely missing in "Thirty
days." If it is not classical it must be "romantic,"
and Dr. Santee calls it that. But the safer and
more adequate name for it would be imaginative,
and it would have many manifestations in Latin
poetry though perhaps not one precisely like
Moore's. Like any man who went through the
mill of a classical education of sorts, I like to
think that when a Latin poetry was good it "had
everything." I feel like rising up in indignation
when Dr. Santee says that any logical Latin dis
course whatever, provided it was metered, was
poetry. But he does add that it was not necessaryily good poetry.

There are two specific points I would take up
with him, with all respect to his learning and his
taste, both of which I esteem. First about that
passage in Lucretius, which is science because it is
as scientific as any other relic of Roman discourse,
a matter of physics, and also poetic because it is
metered. Is it not very urgent that we take into
consideration the fact that what rated as scientific
discourse for the Romans would almost inevitably ^
rate shoddy with the moderns? Ours is the Age
of Science. This means, as much as it means any
thing, that now, for the first time in human his
tory, we have perfected language as a scientific
instrument. Our scientific discourse knows how
to be absolutely coherent with itself. Further
more, it knows how to exclude every irrelevance,
all the "extraneous connotation," that might in
an old-fashioned language have clung to the
terms. If any terms are unruly our scientist re
places them by brand-new terms which will be
perfectly inert and stay in place. The Romans
could not do that. When we require a new tech
nical term, it is true that we make it out of a Latin
word, if we do not make it out of a Greek word;
but it is ironical to reflect that probably the word
in Latin was the name of a concrete and energetic
object, with the most powerful connotations. Latin
was poorly equipped with an abstract vocabulary,
though better off than Greek. The result must
have been that the connotations were constantly
irrupting into scientific discourse. And as a corol
lary consideration I wish Dr. Santee would think
about this: Whether the English-speaking reader
of Latin, and of its "scientists" like Lucretius, is
not disposed to read it more abstractly, more sci
entifically, than it was meant; just because he has

been conditioned to regard latinistic words as ab
stract ones, and Latin words are very much like
latinistic words; not stopping to remember that
the originals must have had very different lin
guistic functions from those of the derivatives
which we use.
Second, and finally, I think we could restore to
Latin poetry the credit for much imaginative or
non-scientific power if we would only analyze the
effect of the tropes, the figures of speech. Here
is another place where poetic theory is shamefully
defective. Neither for Latin nor for English has
the linguistic intention of the tropes been ana
lyzed, so far as I know. Yet rhetoric, which has
studied the tropes to the extent of distinguishing
and naming them, is one of the purest of classical
studies to have had survival, and it survives till
at least far in the nineteenth century; and all of
the names of the tropes which are not Greek are
Latin. Oxymoron, simile, hyperbole, synecdoche,
metaphor: I cannot easily believe that these were
intended to carry on the business and science and
law of the Romans. Are they in the Institutes of
Gaius, or the Code of Justinian? But even if
they are nearly everywhere in the Latin prose
that has survived it does not prove that Roman
poetry was prosy, but that Roman prose was poeti
cal; meters or no meters. If they appeared in the
prose, they must have appeared in tenfold fre
quency and strength in the poetry. I still have my
old sense of brilliant effects, effects of the creative
imagination, that focus in the towering tropes of
Virgil; and I might even quote a little if I dared to
quote from a mere Aeneid in the fast company I
am keeping now. These effects are not the fea
tures of any determinate discourse.
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Theodore Miller

Sing, Goddess, the Wrath
The familiar translator's cry to the muse can
be used here because it is familiar, and because it
is a direct violation of the theory of translation I
support. "Sing, goddess, the wrath" is, of course,
supposed to stand for the opening words of the
Iliad.
Menin aeide, thea

.

and it is because I do not think that it, or any
thing in the same style does stand for the Greek,
that I find it offensive, and suggest the writing of
translation which preserves the original idea in
understandable, contemporary language. The
principle of translation is, it seems to me, to make
an ancient or foreign work understandable to the
contemporary world.
What the man who produced "Sing, goddess,
the wrath" ignored primarily, was the purpose of
translation. The scholar has no need of the trans
lated work; he is as familiar with antiquity as he
is with his own civilization; he reads the original.
But there are today literate, and even college-bred,
men and women who have had no classical train
ing. And there is an immense amount of Latin
and Greek writing which they need to read for
education, or want to read for pleasure, and can
not read in the original languages. The purpose
of translation would seem to be the production
of English versions of these works, which nonclassicists could find understandable and readable.

I

These two words seem to sum up the problem
in all its complexity. The transla
tion must be understandable, first of
all, in language. I do not mean to
make detailed references on the
method of rendering meanings of
words, but only more general re
marks on the language and style of
translation. "Sing, goddess, the
wrath" is an apt illustration of what

the translator tends to do: because he is dealing
with literature of developed rhetoric and elabora
tion, which was imitated in our own literature
some two hundred years ago, he turns his trans
lation into English of that period — something
approaching Milton or Dryden. Even these four
words reveal that the quoted translation is still
archaic; it has been turned into English, but into
English which is hardly any more useful to the
reader of translation than the Greek. It is not a
complete translation, either, because it stops with
the translation of the Greek into English, and
does not translate the ancient, unfamiliar setting
and objects into familiar ones. It seems almost in
evitable that reason demands an interpretation of
the general scene one cannot understand, as well
as a translation of the language one does not un
derstand.
To consider the problem of language further.
The rendering of the ancient languages into highflown, "Miltonic" verse is not only impractical,
because this kind of verse is not admitted today;
but it is impracticable, because men do not write
this language well today, it is not their language.
English as close to our own times as Shakespearean
or King James' Bible English is not understand
able to a great many people. The proof of this
seems to lie in the length and use of the glossaries
at the back of every edition of Shakespeare. It cer
tainly is translated in classrooms to be understood;
and although a Shakespeare performance can still
be successful, the decrease in Latinity among even
school-people points to the day when a play in
Shakespeare's own language will be as impracti
cal as one in the Greek of Aristophanes.
The Churchmen are concerned over the lan
guage of their Bibles: their congregations are
finding the King James' and even the Less literary
Douay versions obscure and difficult to compre
hend. Here it is language, I am sure, that compli-

cates the already hard allegory and symbolism.
Readers are not upset by any strange mythology,
and usually by no obscure history; they are both
ered by the difficulty of the thought and the un
familiar English of the translator. Especially for
teaching purposes, new idiomatic versions of the
Bible, such as Moffett's or Weymouth's must be
used. Father Leo Kleist, a widely-known Jesuit
classicist, is one of a great many Roman Catholics^
who have recognized the need for a suitable Bible
in contemporary language. The theory of trans
lation he has used in doing two of the Gospels is
illustrated in his version of the prayer Ave Maria,
which he begins "Good morning, Mary."
This seems to mean that a translation in the
style of our older poets is almost as valueless to
the contemporary reader as the original. It is
true that Milton cried to the muse and is still read
today, but not so generally and by so many differ
ent sorts and conditions of men as the translation
must be. Even if this were not so, I doubt if
there is anyone today who could write the English
Milton did: attempts of this sort turn out verse
like Cowley's or Cleveland's.
I have said that it is as necessary to translate
the setting of a work as well as the language. I
am not sure that my use of "setting" is clear. It
is concerned primarily with the civilization of a
piece of writing; when we say that setting must be
translated, we mean that not only the language,
but the whole civilized aspect of a poem must be
made contemporary. If a man does not know a
language, he will probably not know the civiliza
tion and culture of the language. In translation
we are attempting to make a piece of work as
understandable to a contemporary reader as the
original was to a Greek or Roman reader. Neither
of these needed a history book to be able to un
derstand references to customs, religious practices,
dress, food, and habits; but the American today
will need a handbook if the translation is set in
antiquity; he will not if it is in a fimiliar setting.
The answer seems obvious: the translator must
be thoroughly at home not only with the Greek
or Latin and English languages, but also with
both ancient and contemporarylife; so that what
he does in translation is lift the work out of an-

tiquity and set it down in the contemporary world.
The translation must be understandable in setting,
or it might as well not be translated.
A poem of Propertius can serve as an example.
In number two of the first book, Propertius frets
because his girl-friend spends too much time fix
ing her hair and worrying about her make-up and
appearance. He points to Leucippis, Hilaira, and
Hippodamia as examples of natural beauty and
simplicity. This poem would not be clearly un
derstood or appreciated by eight out of ten young
men today if they met it in the ordinary transla
tion, although it is a situation they are familiar
with. The usual translator trys to express not
only the idea of the poet's impatience, but all the
classical references, the peculiar violences of Pro
pertius* style, which are difficult enough in Latin,
and the ancient setting in particulars, such as the
"Coan dress" and the "Orontean perfume." Thus
he offends on two points, and offers a translation
which is useless because its erudite particulars
mean nothing to most readers.
If the poem is to be understood on the basis
on which the Roman accepted it, it must be ex
pressed in language and setting comprehensible
to a contemporary audience. I am not proposing
a translation, but I think "Why do you have to
wear these Schiaperelli things?" has more mean
ing for the contemporary reader than "why do you
move your soft shoulder in a Coan gown? And
I think it faithfully translates the Latin
Quid . . .
. . tenues Coa veste movere sinus ?
as far as we can translate it. What Propertius is
proposing for Cynthia in this poem is ivory soap,
and walking shoes, and a tailored suit, and a
simple coiffeur; and I think this must be got across
in the translation. On the other hand, the ordinary translator sticks doggedly to an exact render
ing of the Latin text: the language becomes Eng
lish of a sort, but the setting doesn't even suggest
the contemporary. Leucippis, Hilaira, and Hippodamaia remain Leucippis, Hilaira and Hippodamaia and mean nothing to the ordinary reader;
instead of becoming Evangeline, Madame Curie,

and Anne Morrow Lindbergh and retaining some
of the implications of the Latin.

•

What I am suggesting is the translation of the
ancient setting into a setting familiar to us, one
in our own tradition. There are figures in our
American or English tradition who are almost
exactly equivalent to ancient ones: Mr. Santee
has proposed in his Latin history course, for in
stance, that Woodrow Wilson stand for Flamininus, and William Jennings Bryan for Marcus
Portius Cato. This rejection of the classical refer
ence in favor of a counterpart in our tradition is
not only necessary, but satisfactory. The translator
can feel that his substitution of Mr. Roosevelt's
name for Caesar or Wallis Simpson's for Livia is
justified and encouraged, because he is substitut
ing something familiar in all its implications to
the reader, for something familiar to the Romans,
and thus making the translation clear, meaning
ful and vivid. The translation can be considered
relatively equal to the original, for the Roman
reader got an immediate series of connotations
when Caesar's name was mentioned, just as we
do when Mr. Roosevelt is named.
When the translation retains the ancient refer
ence, however, it is not relatively equal to the
original, although it may be factually closer. For
the Roman reader has the advantage: he required
no books or footnotes to understand mythology,
history, and people—they were part of his
knowledge already; the contemporary reader must
consult his notes and history if he is to even ap
proach the meaning the Roman got out of the
work. I am suggesting that the translator con
sult the notes for the reader. We may be sure
that a Greek knew very well that Oedipus killed
his own father and married his mother, without
reading a book or seeing the Tyrannus, just as we
do not need to see Anderson's Valley Forge to
know that Washington drove out the British in
the Revolution, or refer to the encylopedia to
learn that he is rumored to have cut down a cherry
tree: these things are a part of the tradition we
are familiar with.

II
The problem can be looked at in a purely lit
erary way, too. If we use Mr. John Crowe Ran
som's terminology, a piece of poetry, or of any
art I think, is composed of structure and texture.
'Structure' is applied to the logical and poetical
form of the work, 'texture' to the material within
the form, the style, diction, intensity of the poem.
Of the two, it is evident that logical structure can
be carried over in a translation, but that texture
cannot. Dante was saying this when he wrote
in the Convito
E pero sappia ciascuno, che nulla cosa per
legame musaico armonizzata si pud della sua
loquela in altra transmutare, senza rompere
tutta sua dolcezza e armonia.
The poetry of poetry cannot be translated, al
though we can approximate the logical discourse
of it. For the elements in a line of Latin poetry
that make it poetry, will not make poetry in Eng
lish. The English language is different enough
from the Latin and Greek languages to make its
poetry radically different from theirs. What is
superb style in Latin, is often ridiculous or gro
tesque in English. So the translator must not only
bring the language and setting of an ancient work
into our contemporary range of understanding,
but he must abandon its texture and give it a
texture as relatively near the original as he can
make it. Matthew Arnold, in his essay "On Trans
lating Homer," speaks rather coldly of the man
who suggests that the thought of an original be
utilized in making an entirely new literary work
in English. I am convinced that this must be
done. If I am demanding a man of extraordinary
capacities and abilities to produce translations, I
am sorry: translation should be a demanding field.
There are very few men who can do it, I feel;
certainly many scholars are entirely too unskilled
in the English language to try it. Perhaps scho
lars and poets could collaborate: it would be in
teresting to see Mr. Auden translate Horace, or
Mr. Kenneth Fearing try a hand at Propertius, or
Mr. Spender do Catullus.
A few examples will make the problem of

texture clear, I am sure. Copia (abundance, pack
ing) is a classical device which cannot be used in
contemporary English; the Webster orations are
some of the last examples of it. There is a great
tendency in Latin and Greek verse, however, to
pack a line full of rich-sounding and richly connotative words which are not necessary to the
logical discourse. Latin and Greek are concerned
with sounds as well as meanings, and like wordswith rich tonal qualities. Homer's line:
autar epeit autoisi belos echepeukes ephieis
ball'
is a simple example of copia. It means probably,
"but then he shot at them themselves, shooting
sharp arrows." Ephieis and ball' are not both
necessary to the logical discourse; their use to
gether enriches the meaning a little and makes the
texture of the line richer. If translated "literally"
into English, this line is bound to be unsuccessful,
because English will not accept copia any longer.
Copia and the related devices of rhetoric and
elegance are especially plentiful in Cicero's ora
tions. The opening of the In Verrem, for in
stance,
Quod erat optandum maxime, iudices, et
quod unum ad invidiam vestri ordinis infamiamque iudiciorum sedandam maxime pertinebat id non humano consilio sed prope
divinitus datum atque oblatum vobis summo
rei publicae tempore videtur.
(This is the best thing that could have hap
pened, gentlemen. It is the only thing that
could help the unpopularity of your party
and the unsavory reputation of the courts.
And it comes to you by no human effort but
almost as a godsend in this great political
crisis.)
is an example of great elegance and superb speech.
It is difficult to render this into English: the trans
lator cannot attempt to make English copious be
cause the original is, he must see that this Cicero
is a good speech in Latin, and make it into a good
speech in English. The devices which make a

speech good today are probably clearness and
vividness: they must be evident in the translation.
Then both the Latin original and the translation
will be good, effective speeches in distinguished
language and style; both will say the same thing
in content, but one will be completely and entirely
Latin, and the other will be just as completely
English.
Another device of classical poetry is illustrated
by Ovid's line
Saevus uterque puer; natus uterque dea
(Ars Amatoria)
The close English version of this line would prob
ably be "both of them are cruel boys, and both
were born of goddesses," and this does not fully
translate the balance of the Latin line. Mathe
matically, the line is almost perfectly balanced,
but there is grammatical contrast, too. Besides
uterque, there are two balanced adjectives, but
one is nominal (saevus puer) and the other is
verbal (natus dea) ; the parts of the line are equal,
but different. English is not logical or formal
enough to express this construction: the transla
tion must be enriched with English texture.
Ovid's line
Qui nova nunc primum miles in arma venis
(Ars Amatoria)
is another example of classical balance: nova and
arma, words which are logically taken together
because of their case endings, are at the far ends
of the line. The value of this may not be ap
parent to the non-Latinist; it adds emphasis to
these words. The line means, I suppose, he who
comes now for the first time, a soldier in a new
army but what the Latin words say is, "who in a
new, now for the first time, in an army, a soldier
comes." This does not make English sense, but
the Latin reader recognizes by forms and endings
the relations of the words to each other. Latin,
unlike English, does not depend on word order
for its meaning, although it does depend on word
order for shades of meaning and intensity. But
it is rigorously logical and allows a great free
dom of arrangement that English cannot possible
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duplicate. The Latin reader is struck first by
the word nova (new), a sharp word; then by
nunc primum (now for the first time), which re
verts to nova and increases its significance; and
finally by in arma (in an army), which not only
resolves the syntax, but also reverts to nova, since
it agrees with it in form. So that the thought pro
cess might be: "something new, for the first time,
why it's in a new army, the soldier comes!" Eng
lish cannot use this complex word order, it must
rely on its own poetic devices to provide texture.
The verse of Ovid is the work of a master
technician; I quote him again, and as before, from
the first 36 lines of the Ars Amatoria:
Inque meo nullum carmine crimen erit.
Here is a good example of what the logical syn
tax of Latin will allow: the poet often has the
chance to achieve special emphasis, rhythm,
sounds, or balance by arrangement of words; he
does not need to be worried too much about the
meaning of the line if he shifts the word order.
This line of Ovid illustrates the interlocked word
order, another brilliant poetical device that makes
nonsense in English. Here meo goes semantically
with carmine, and nullum with crimen, so that al
though it means "in my poem there will be no
offense"; the sensuous rhythm, and thus too, the
sense, become in-my-no-poem-offense- there will
be. English cannot achieve this without violence
and loss of meaning.
We are aware of how well the translator
must know his languages from Mr. Allen Tate's
example of mistranslation in his essay "Tension in
Poetry" in Reason in Madness. He points out
that seguaci in the terzet
Siede la terra dove nata fui
Sulla marina dove il Po discende
Per aver pace co'seguaci sui.
(Dante: Commedia Divina)
must be carefully understood to make the English
rendering equal the Italian. Latin verse is full
of lines like Vergil's
dum tenera attondent simae virgulta capellae
(Eclogue X)
which are handsome in Latin, and have a great

deal of rich connative meaning and redundancy.
Too often however, they are translated without
any feeling for their richness. The word tenera in
the above line, for instance, is difficult to trans
late, for we don't exactly know what it means,
that is, how to translate it exactly. It has various
meanings; soft, delicate, thin, light, swaying, and
all of these are more or less present in it in this
passage, but the ordinary translator ignores this
and renders the line "while the snub-nosed goats
clip the soft shrubs" (or "delicate shrubs" or
"light shrubs"). The rich Latin line has been
turned into a commonplace English one. The
translator must be sure that he catches the full
implication of a Latin line, or as much of it as he
can, in his translation.
From this examination of Latin texture, it
becomes clear that the translation must abandon
the original texture and create a work of con
temporary literary value.
I have not said much about the effect of clas
sical metrics on translation because it is admit
tedly impossible to write good English verse in
the complicated patterns of Latin and Greek poe
try. Some attempts at it have been made, and the
Germans are probably the most successful. Mr.
Richard Troxell of Kenyon has recently produced
some excellent metrical versions of Horace, but
they are not contemporary in feeling. No ex
tremely metrical verse is acceptable English verse
today, since poetry has lost its emphasis on strict
form. Austin Dobson, and Englishman of a few
decades ago, solved the problem by using French
verse-forms, which are more successful in English
than the ancient forms. His translations are some
of the finest we have. The problem of form does
not seem significant today; it is a problem solved
by the poet's work: the theme suggests and even
defines its own form. The translator cannot copy
the classical forms and have English, he must
write in contemporary forms.

HI
Consideration of some translations may illus
trate the principles I have been discussing. Mr.
Santee's translation of Terence's Andria, which

he calls The Woman from Detroit, is an example
of good translation. The English of this play is
probably not so developed as it could be, but the
characters, times and situations of the Andria
could not have been more faithfully rendered.
Simo, Pampilus, and Glycerium become Mortimer
Smith, his son Jonathan, and Nora; they no longer
wear togas and tunics, but appear in businesssuits and clothing like our own; Simo has become
president of the Shellfire Corporation, Crysis is
a woman from Detroit; the place is Mt. Vernon,
A.D. 1945. Jonathan and Nora have the same
difficult time of it in The Woman from Detroit
that they had in the Andria, but everything has
been faithfully moved up several thousand years.
Another of Mr. Santee's translations which
perfectly illustrates the principles of this paper,
but in reverse, is the translation of Schiller's Des
Maedchens Klage, which is included in the selec
tions in this issue. Here he has moved the weep
ing girl back two thousand years; she has become
a real and thorough Roman. She cries, "hanc
animam cur tu, Proserpina, cessas/ solvere et a
vivis dissociare viris?" which is the German "Du
Heilige, rufe dein Kind zurueck." The complete
ness of the translation is felt in such lines as "non
curat lacrimas ille Charon," where the atmosphere
is entirely Roman, translating "die Klage, sie
wecket die Toten nicht auf." This is complete
translation: the language has become good Latin,
a genuine Latin style and texture has replaced the
German rhyme scheme and texture, and the whole
setting has been translated.
Although Eugene Field is usually facetious
and sometimes sacrifices his translations for whim
sy, he has caught the real spirit of Horace in his
Echoes from a Sabine Farm, and has done some
fair translating. The examples speak for them
selves, I think.
HORACE I 38
Persicos odi puer, apparatus;
displicent nexae philyra coronae;
mitte sectari rosa quo locorum
sera moretur.

Simplici myrto nihl adlabores
sedulus euro; neque te ministrum
dedecet myrtus neque me sub arta
vite bibentem.
The Preference Declared (Field)
Boy, I detest the Persian pomp;
I hate those linden-bark devices;
And as for roses, holy Moses!
They can't be got at living prices!
Myrtle is good enough for us, —
For you, as bearer of my flagon;
For me, supine beneath this vine,
Doing my best to get a jag on!

HORACE I 20
Vile potabis modicis Sabinum
cantharis, Graeca quod ego ipse testa
conditum levi, datus in theatro
cum tibi plausus,
care Maecenas eques, ut paterni
fluminis ripae simul et iocosa
redderet laudes tibi Vaticani
montis imago.
Caecubum et prelo domitam Caleno
tu bibes uvam: mea nec Falernae
temperant vites neque Formiani
pocula colles.
To Maecenas (Field)
Than you, O valued friend of mine,
A better patron non est!
Come, quaff my home-made Sabine wine,—
You'll find it poor but honest.
I put it up that famous day
You patronized the ballet,
And the public cheered you such a way
As shook your native valley.

Caecuban and the Calean brand
May elsewhere claim attention;
But I have none of these on hand, —
For reasons I'll not mention.
Envoy
So, come! though favors I bestow
Cannot be called extensive,
Who better than my friend should know
That they're at least expensive?
This cannot compare with the translation of
Schiller's poem; Field has a curious understand
ing of the Horatian mood, but he has not been
thorough in his translation. "The Persian pomp,"
"linden-bark devices," "Sabine" and "Caecuban"
wines are not examples of faithful translation.
As a final example, there is another transla
tion of Horace. This is by Charles Bennett, author
of the famous grammar, and is reasonably suc
cessful and clever.
HORACE I 8
Lydia, die, per omnis
te deos oro, Sybarin cur properes amando
perdere, cur apricum
oderit campum, patiens pulveris atque solis.
Cur neque militaris
inter aequalis equitat, Gallica nec lupatis
temperat ora frenis?
Cur timet flavum Tiberim tangere? Cur olivium
sanguine viperino
cautius vitat neque iam livida gestat armis
bracchia saepe disco,
saepe trans finem iacula nobilis expedito?
Quid latet, ut marinae
filium dicunt Thetidis sub lacrimosa Troiae
funera, ne virilis
cultus in caedem et Lycias propriperet catervas?
The Vampire (Bennett)
Come, Liddy, I've a bone to pick;
'Fess up, you minx, and tell me truly

Why Sybaris is pale and sick,
Who once was plump and trim and slick —
How did you come to turn the trick
That alters him so cruelly?
Why now no more on sunny Pratt
Does he delight to show his paces,
Who thought it play to doff his hat
And do the hundred in ten flat,
Or line one out from off his bat
That emptied all the bases?
Why shucks! That boy could put the shot
Clean o'er the westernmost horizon,
And boot the pigskin 'cross the lot;
But now he mopes upon his cot
And shuns Doc Newport's water pot
As though 'twere deadly pizen.
No more the springboard in the tank
Is bent beneath his manly figger.
I'd really hate to draw a blank
In guessing why, but to be frank,
I have a hunch we've you to thank
For Sybie's lack of vigor.
Then cease to give him such a dance,
Whene'er your idle fancy leads him;
He needs athletics, not romance,
Not evening clothes, but running pants.
Leave him alone — give him a chance;
The Amherst track team needs him!
These last examples from Field and Bennett
are obviously not examples of good poetry, or
really of especially good translation; they do il
lustrate, however, the process the translator under
takes, that of translating language and setting.
What they have failed in, I feel, is making an
English version of literary merit comparable to
that of the Latin. Mr. Santee's translation of
Schiller is not faulty in this way: the Latin is
smooth, literary Latin. Translation, it is apparent,
is not what it should be; it needs some scholars
who are poets, and who approach the problems of
translation carefully and intelligently.
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The group of Dr. Santee's poems in this issue is
a casual selection from his much larger body of
work, none of which had appeared publicly until
now. HIKA would like to publish this Spring,
in book form, all the poems that Dr. Santee cares
to preserve. If the prospects of such a book at
tracts you, will you send us a card?
W. P. Southard
Robert Weaver
HIKA
Gambier, Ohio.

